1972 honda cb350

The Honda CB is a More than , were sold in five years, with 67, sold in alone. Like its
predecessor, the CB77 Superhawk , the CB was also offered in scrambler form, as the CL , with
high-mounted exhausts and a inch front wheel, and as the SL , with upswept exhausts and
off-road styling. Note: The four-cylinder CBF , introduced in , was a completely different model.
The was relatively unusual, identical in appearance. It was usually green, though also available
in purple or gold. On 30 September , Honda launched the new CB with new engines, new
designs, new alloy wheels and new classic retro in India through select Honda Dealerships.
Deliveries for Honda CB was started from 17 October On 16 November , the Honda CB crossed
1, deliveries. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For four-cylinder, see Honda CBF. This
section does not cite any sources. Please help improve this section by adding citations to
reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Honda Motorcycles.
Motorbooks International. Honda List of Honda motorcycles. Categories : Honda motorcycles
Standard motorcycles Motorcycles introduced in Motorcycles powered by straight-twin engines.
Hidden categories: Articles needing additional references from December All articles needing
additional references Commons category link from Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views
Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file.
Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Front: telescopic fork Rear:
swingarm. Front: drum k5 disc Rear: drum. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Honda
CB CM Twinstar. CB Four. GL Gold Wing. Submit more pictures. Discuss this bike Rate this
motorbike This bike's rating Write a review Sell this motorcycle Such bikes for sale Insurance
quotes Finance options Tip a friend List related bikes. Pictures, trademarks and logos of third
parties are the exclusive property of the respective owners. Technical specifications are subject
to change without notice. This web uses cookies. About Bikez. Advertise products. Contact
Bikez. Privacy policy. Motorcycle catalogue and Motorcycle classifieds. More pictures Compare
with any other bike. Displacement :. Compression :. Bore x stroke :. Valves per cylinder:.
Compare US insurance quotes from the nation's top providers. Compare US motorcycle loan
quotes from the nation's top providers. Ships to most countries. Also check out our overview of
motorcycle webshops at Bikez. Join the 72 Honda CB discussion group or the general Honda
discussion group. List related bikes for comparison of specs. Sell or buy used bikes? Ads are
free. You can list all Honda CB available and also sign up for e-mail notification when such
bikes are advertised in the future. Bikez has a high number of users looking for used bikes.
Before you buy this bike, you should view the list of related motorbikes Compare technical
specs. Look at photos. And check out the rating of the bike's engine performance, repair costs,
etc. Rating sample for this Honda bike. Racing track capabilities for the Honda CB You can also
compare bikes. Make Honda. Model CB. The tank is a racing fiberglass tank with brass fittings
and fuel line filters. The cafe racer is equipped with custom 2 into 1 exhaust, mikuni upgraded
carbs with pod filters, led lights, custom yellow headlight regular headlight included , cafe seat
pan, clubman bars with bar end mirrors, etc. Both electric and kick start. The motorcycle comes
with many spare parts as well. The only two things needed are to retouch up the paint on the
tank. It started to bubble in several areas due to me forgetting to put adhesion promoter on
when I painted it totally forgot it was fiberglass-lol. The only other thing it could use is a carb
cleaning due to sitting in my garage for the last two months. It is stored properly and will come
with a battery tender if need be. This is my baby but due to personal situations I have to say
goodbye to her. Moving and have to sell my bike. This is a true classic and a great ride. It is
ready to ride and good on gas. Gets over 40 miles to the gallon. This bike is simple and easy to
work on. One of the pipes needs to be replaced. Quick and easy fix. Other than that this bike is
in good shape. I bought it this summer to ride around town. The gentleman I bought it from
buys bikes and turns them into cafe racers as a hobby. He told me he bought this bike with
around 10, miles on it and then took the bike apart and put it back together cleaning everything
and replacing anything that needed to be replaced. Carburetor I think was the only thing he
replaced. He had the bike painted, added new seat, mirrors, speedometer, and pipes. He drove it
for a few months and put about 3, miles on it. I bought the bike and the odometer read around I
put just over miles on it over the summer. This bike turns heads and everyone admires it as you
drive by. Great classic bike. Model CB Bike was always garage stored and kept and is in
excellent original condition. I have original owners manual, key fob from dealer that sold bike in
Bike starts right up and runs and operates as it should. Registered in NYS with transferable
registration. Milage is 12, Due to the condition price is firm. Smooth 4 cylinder "F" model. Less
than miles on this nice unrestored motorycycle. Original "flake matador red" has never has any
paintwork done anywhere. Frame is original paint as well. Runs as smooth as silk. The stock
OEM factory exhaust system is extreemly solid and clean. Seat is perfect with no rips or tears.
All lights and signals work properly. This collectable bike comes with the original key, the
factory owners manual and the factory tool kit with tray. You can find the original yellow

assembly line paint makings on this unrestored Four. This motorcycle was expensive compared
to the twin and was only offered for two years. Included are two August magazines where this
maching was on the cover. This come with a good clear Ohio title and I can assist with out of
town or worldwide buyers. Emails are welcome and can show by appointment. Thank you. She
was rebuild in to achieve the cafe racer style. She has been a great bike to have, but I just do
not ride her enough. I have all the receipts of work done as well as most of the original stock
parts which will obviously come with the bike. I habe notarized title in hand, no test rides
without cash up front! Model CB Call Toll Free: Model VTX Low Miles only Chrome rack on back.
Runs good. You have to see it to appreciate it. Up for your consideration is a Honda CB is
amazing original condition. See the pictures! Mechanically in great shape and the bright work is
beautiful! It is original, bought from the second owner! Absolutely impressive looking and in
great mechanical condition. Road ready now; it needs to be driven! If you are looking for a great
summer driver in great condition, you found it! It is the buyers responsibility for all taxes,
registration and transportation costs. I will help with the pickup and coordination on my end. I
prefer the motorcycle be picked up on weekends or early evening with advance notice. I do
recommend Uship for transportation. I have used them with prior transactions and they are
great to deal with! Payment in full is due 7 days after auctions end. Payment in cash or certified
bank funds. Please note bike, title and keys will not be released until all the funds clear. No
Exceptions. Please feel free to contact me with any additional questions. I reserve the right to
end this listing early as the bike is for sale locally. If you place a bid with a feedback of less than
10 - you are to contact me immediately so that we are fair to other bidders. Winning bidder must
contact me within 24 hours after auction's end or I will cancel the transaction and re-list the
motorcycle. A great motorcycle - The winning bidder will be extremely happy! Feel free to ask
questions - Happy to be of service! Make Suzuki. Model RM-Z The cc 4-stroke liquid-cooled
DOHC 4-valve fuel-injected engine along with new performance upgrades straight from the
factory is the reason why champions choose Suzuki! Features may include: Refined for further
rider control, the Suzuki Holeshot Assist Control S-HAC is a selectable launch system derived
from the factory race bike to help riders takeoff from the starting gate for an early lead. There
are three modes riders can choose for the best option per their skill level and starting
conditions. A Mode: For hard surfaces or less than ideal conditions at the starting gate, hold
down the S-HAC switch for more than 0. SFF-Air utilizes three tunable chambers so riders can
easily adjust the spring rate with an air pump instead of changing out steel springs. New light
weight front brake caliper reduces mass while still providing outstanding stopping force. For
quick fuel adjustments to suit riding conditions, two couplers are provided. One is for rich and
another for lean fuel setting compared to stock setting. Riders can change fuel settings in
seconds by simply connecting either coupler to the wire harness. Engine starting is easy due to
a long kick starter lever, refined internal gears, and decompression system that works precisely
and efficiently. Cooling performance is efficient with hose routing that is balanced between the
left and right radiators, and a high capacity coolant pump. Refined 5-speed transmission
enables precise gear shift operation. The transmission feel has been improved with a revised
shift cam for accurate gear selection. Specialized machining processes increase the preci. I
originally purchased it in the summer of from a mechanic who had maintained the bike very well
from the time when he purchased it new. The bike ran great before I let it sit 8 months while I
was abroad. I put in a new battery and spark plugs 2 weeks ago and it fired right up. All of the
electronic work, including the electric start. This bike is great for running all over town or in the
city. It's a beautiful classic retro bike. Recent work includes: Carbs cleaned; Oil and Filter
change Plugs inspected; Chain inspected, cleaned and lubricated. As you can see, the bike is
very clean and garage kept. There's a minor scratch on the gas tank but otherwise the body and
paint is great. Clean title in possession. Call or text if interested. Not a bike you see everyday!
Kickstarts and fires right up! Email, kjmcnamara Comcast. Cash on pickup. Day Heights, OH.
Thousand Oaks, CA. Grants Pass, OR. Gresham, OR. Burnet, TX. Ravenscroft, TN. Alert
Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Honda Cb Joseph, Minnesota.
Category - Engine Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Category Engine cc Posted Over 1 Month. Year - Make - Model -. Make Honda 50 Suzuki 1 Yamaha 1. ZIP
Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. But the
CB was the first bike that combined all these features at an affordable price. Which Honda then
decided to offer in its smaller-capacity motorcycles. Its cc four-cylinder engine was actually the
smallest production 4-cylinder engine in the world at that time. The pistons are roughly the size
of pharmacy pill bottles, and it had 4 carburetors. Plus, it redlined at 10, RPM. And, just like its
bigger brothers, the Honda CB Four had a front disc brake and electric starter. A contemporary
review compared riding it to driving a Porsche, due to its overall balance and refinement. But
despite all this, it was never a strong seller. The problem was that the Honda CB Four only made

34 hp. But the latter was pounds lighter, which made it quicker. Although the CBK is an
excellent, inexpensive way to get into classic bikes, the CBF is better-suited to both backroad
and highway riding. It may not be fast, but it can sit at freeway speeds all day. Link in bio: My
honda cbf is now live on bringatrailer! Another big thanks to merriman. This has been an
awesome commuter bike for me the past four years. Check it out! Prices have been on the rise
in recent years, Hagerty reports. And these prices are still noticeably less than the CB
commands. Follow more updates from MotorBiscuit on our Facebook page. Home 2 Wheels
Motorcycles. View this post on Instagram. The Honda CL was a 4-stroke cc motorcycle built by
Honda between and The CL designation indicated this model to be the "Scrambler" version
which implied some off-road capability prior to actual dirt-bikes gaining popularity. The CL
series of bikes were actually street bikes with a higher rear fender, a braced handlebar, and a
high-mount exhaust. Max torque was Claimed horsepower was The engine was an air cooled
twin, four-stroke. Fuel was supplied via an overhead cams ohc. It came with a 3. Stopping was
achieved via expanding brake drum brake. The front suspension was a oil damped telescopic
fork while the rear was equipped with a pressurized gas damped swing arm. The CL was fitted
with a 2. The bike weighed just The wheelbase was The gas tank was a two-tone. The upper
forks were black in the early model and the basic color orange, red, or blue in later models. The
side covers and headlight shell were white. The seat was not pleated. The taillight lens was oval.
The muffler shield was black. The transmission was a 5-speed. The serial number began CL A
lower stripe was added to the gas tank. The seat was pleated. The taillight lens was rectangular.
There was a single reflector on the front fender. The gas tank, side covers, and upper forks were
the basic color red, blue, or orange. The headlight shell was also the basic color. The gas tank
stripe was white. The muffler heat shields were chrome. The gas tank stripe was black. The gas
tank pinstripes on the red unit were white and red, but on the gold unit they were black and red.
The upper forks were chrome. The headlight shell was black. The gas tank stripes were white.
The "" side cover emblem was black on white. There was a chrome grip pipe behind the seat.
The instruments were tilted toward the rider. From CycleChaos. Honda CL Manufacturer Honda.
Honda CLK0 Scrambler Honda CLK4 Scrambler Categories : Enduro motorcycles Honda
motorcycles s motorcycles s motorcycles Street motorcycles cc displacement motorcycles cc
4-stroke motorcycles Twin cylinder motorcycles Twin cylinder 4-stroke motorcycles 4-stroke
motorcycles. Namespaces Page Discussion. Views Read Edit View history. This page was last
edited on 2 December , at Gear box: 5-speed Final Drive: chain Clutch: wet 8 plate mm. Chain: x
Front: expanding brake drum brake. Honda GN4 10W Honda cbf four cbf0 Cam chain slipper
honda cbf cbf. Cafe racer parts honda cb New aftermarket parts for honda cbf motorcycles.
Back on two honda cb cafe racer honda cb cafe racer part ii cafe racer vintage saddle hump
custom back on two honda cb cafe racer. With a large inventory of vintage honda motorcycle
parts and same day shipping in the continental us we can assure that all your honda cb twin
motorcycle needs will be met here. Start date oct 12 First prev 2 of 3. The bike was only
produced from and succeeded by the cbf. A motorcycle website dedicated to vintage and cafe
racer honda motorcycles like the cb cb cr and cr vintage motorcycle s of the late 0 s and Soon
the cr replica cafe racer honda cb alloy tank will be sent out for this paint. Below is a selection
of honda cb cafe racer builds we have featured on the blog. Vintage tire look with modern
performance. Back on two honda cb cafe racer return of the racers. Check out the growing
selection. Manufactured from This auction buynow is held by our partner ebay. Rarer is the cb
four aka cbf a scaled down version of the larger inline four hondas of the day with 34
horsepower and a top speed of 98 mph. Although the ocr cr replica cafe racer honda cb replica
looks very similar to the cr there are many. Your email address will not be published. Save my
name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Share This: tweet.
Berbasis yamaha scorpio lansiran idham sang builder sekaligus owner yurobike dengan
kepiawaiannya mulai mengoprek motor tersebut. Hasilnya menjadi motor custom yang cukup
unik. For example with this suzuki gn we went for clean lines but we added certain elements to
fracture the harmony. Motorcycle images motorcycle design painting leather moto guzzi royal
enfield bikers motorbikes saddle bags harley davidson. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email
address will not be published. The motorcycle is the original color according to the VIN. All of
the chrome on the motorcycle is brand new. All of the engine covers were polished like chrome.
Runs and drives. The bike looks to be all original. The fenders do have some pitting and chrome
has some weathering. Gas tank has a dent. Inside of tank is clean. This would make a nice cafe
bike or restore it to look new. Clean Vermont registration under my name. That is all you need to
register and get a title in any state as. Pristine condition CB Honda. New tires and mufflers ,
rebuilt carbs. All other parts original. Bike was lady owned and never down. Runs and looks like
new. Museum quality. I bought this bike a few years ago. I love it, but I am now looking for
something with more power. Everything is original and works great! The kick starter is disabled,

but if you know how to fix something like that it won't bother you. You don't find them in this
good of shape often! I am offering my lovely and well functioning Honda CB for sale. I have
owned this bike for 3 years. Fully functional, starts right up every time. Always had major work
done on it by professionals. It's a reliable machine for its age and will definitely turn heads on
the road. The electronic ignition I had installed has never given me problems. Price reflects the
wor. Selling my Honda CB , this bike runs and rides like it should for a 48 year old machine. The
color is Candy Bacchus Olive. Miles are The gas tank has been cleaned and coated. All in all a
great old classic. Runs well , has not been on the road in years, Great restoration project, Clean
title Phone Good transferable title and good engine with compression. Email a phone number
for a response. No phone, no response. I bought this in IL and is is as you see with a good
engine that runs over with compression and some missing parts. Parts are easy to find for this
model and you will need to hunt for: a gas tank, a seat, and some gauges. What you see is what
you get and if. Original condition Honda CB twin. Just over miles. New tires and battery. Just
had a major tune up,carbs rebuilt, tank flushed. Runs well Clear title in hand. I built this and
have owned it for 25 years. Rare and beautiful with fantastic attention to detail. Classic Honda
CB for sale. I have had this stored inside for the last dozen or so years, stopped riding it in , last
year I tagged it. Starts and runs. Front brake caliper might need to be rebuilt, possibly, as front
brake locks up now Bike is in very good condition as photos show. Seat is in excellent
condition, no tears, the inde. I am selling my Honda CB In excellent condition and runs great.
Has been converted to cafe style racer. Has new tires, battery and complete stainless exhaust
system. Only selling as I have no time to ride. Lo Miles and have owned for past year.
Purchased from friend who owned it previous five years. Classic motorcycle that looks and runs
great. Needs nothing I've also. Selling both bikes bc we have to many toys. We will miss our
cruises around reeds lake. Both bikes have not been started this season. I have owned her
about 10 years. Runs great. Well maintained. Price firmCash only. I am selling my Honda CB It is
all original, and hasn't been on the road since It has original miles and is in great shape. I
bought it with the intent of using it as a daily rider, but I didn't have it in me to start piling miles
on a little cycle that should be in the hands of a collector. This video was just made of it
running. Please watch video before calling. Super clean and runs like a champ. Just took it on a
50mile run up the with no issues. Less than original miles. City: Brunswick, GA. Posted: 1
month ago. City: San Antonio, TX. Posted: 3 months ago. City: Laredo, TX. City: Brownsville,
TX. City: Inland Empire, CA. City: Tampa, FL. Posted: 4 months ago. City: Tippecanoe, IN. City:
Long Island, NY. City: Sandusky, OH. Posted: 5 months ago. City: Grand Rapids, MI. Posted: 6
months ago. City: Columbia, SC. City: Williamsport, PA. City: Toledo, OH. City: Cleveland, OH.
Posted: 7 months ago. City: Detroit, MI. City: Springfield, MO. Posted: 8 months ago. City:
Sacramento, CA. Posted: 9 months ago. City: New Jersey, NJ. Posted: 10 months ago. City:
Fargo, ND. Posted: 11 months ago. Make Honda. Model CL. I am selling my beloved Honda CL
Scrambler with 10, original miles. I am the third owner of record and the bike is all original. It's
in great shape and runs beautifully. Video of the bike running is available upon request. Would
make a great restoration project as minimal is needed to bring this beauty back to glory or use
as a perfect cafe racer project. Or simply ride as is and enjoy it! Please contact me with any
questions. Has a couple of dings in the tank and fading on air filter covers, but otherwise runs
great. Both electric and kick start. New tires. Includes aftermarket aluminum rack. Clear title.
Ready to ride. Purchased from dealer specializing in old Hondas. But am making room for a
bigger bike so must sell. Bike will need to be picked up here, buyer is responsible for any and
all shipping. Must be picked up within 5 days after end of auction. Bike is sold as is. Chassis:
CLK4 frame and swing-arm All brackets have been removed for the stock foot pegs, center
stand, seat, helmet holder, etc. Kickstand bracket and tail section brackets have been added All
frame seams have been welded for increased torsional rigidity Frame and all brackets have
been sandblasted and powder coated with new rubber shock bushings installed on the
swing-arm. Front forks and have been fully disassembled cleaned, and polished with new seals
and oil Front and rear hubs have been stripped, cleaned, polished and re-laced with new spokes
to black powder coated rims. The rear rim is wider than stock, DID aluminum rim 2. During the
rebuild, new OEM Honda 1st over pistons and rings were installed. The kick-starter and
associated bits have been removed and an aluminum block off plug has been machined and
interference fit into the kick-shaft hole in the right side cover Cylinders were professionally
bored. Head has had a full valve job and has been decked very slightly by my machinist. Engine
cases and head were glass bead blasted and clear coated with high temp clear. Side cases were
glass bead blasted painted and cleared. New Unit filters installed onto stock OEM Honda
velocity stacks which were removed from the stock airboxes. The bike runs and carburates
perfectly in every way. Exhaust system is a stock OEM Honda CL K1 unit which has been
ceramic coated satin black with a Gloss black powder coated heat shield All control cables have

been replaced with new high quality aftermarket black units. They are of proper length, properly
routed, lubricated and work perfectly. Electric: Stock OEM Honda electrics in as â€” new
condition New Battery New Aftermarket Rectifier Entire electric system and I mean everything
has been completely disassembled, cleaned, inspected and reconditioned where necessary.
Everything functions as new. Wiring harness was a low mile takeoff from 20 years ago which
was stored properly and looks like a NOS piece A custom sub-harness was made for the tail
section using OEM type bullet connectors. Headlight ears are from a SLK1 which has a been
modified slightly to fit the CL triple tree spacing Horn, Stator, Regulator, Coils, ignition switch,
handlebar switches, and turn signal relay are Stock OEM Honda parts that have been
completely disassembled, cleaned, inspected, and reassembled and all work as new. New plugs
and Points installed and adjusted. Gauges are OEM Honda in good condition Controls: New
Aftermarket Superbike handlebar properly drilled out and chamfered for proper internal wire
routing. OEM Honda hand controls were fully disassembled cleaned and polished with the wires
properly routed through the aftermarket Superbike bend handlebars Rearsets are Tarrozi pegs
and shifters with custom made linkages properly spaced, adjusted and sprungâ€¦ Other: Brand
new tires New license plate bracket from Dime City Cycles. I have cleaned the gas tank , new
petcock,and rebuilt the carbs. Up for grabs is a rare first year Honda CL Motorcycle. This bike
came off the line in , and is titled as a Clean, clear Michigan title provided with sale. Frame
Engine This bike was purchased locally. It was then taken to a reputable Honda dealership that
specializes in vintage Hondas, so that they could go over the motor and replace gaskets and
getting it running as it should be! Below, I have tried to dissect the bike's condition so that you
have a better idea of what you are bidding on. Please view pictures closely! Tank â€” Nice
condition tank with original paint. Badges are all present, and in good condition. Original gas
cap, also in good condition. Inside of tank is VERY clean, with little to no rust. It has some
chipping up near the steering stem, and also a few small scratches. Wheels â€” Both wheels are
in very good condition. No bends or dents evident. Some very very slight surface rust appears
on a few of the spokes and throughout the wheels. Exhaust - The exhaust on this bike is
unfortunately cracked near where the pipe meets the muffler see pic. The rest of the exhaust
system is very clean and solid. Tires â€” Both tires are in good condition. Bridgestone and May
be original tires? Tons of tread left, and no major signs of dry rot or cracking. Grips â€” Grips
are in fair condition. Throttle side is very nice still, clutch side is more worn, and has a hole in
the end of it. Gauges â€” Although the tachometer and speedometer are both in great physical
condition, neither one functions correctly. The speedometer does not move at all, while the tach
will bounce in high rpm whenever the bike is running. On that note, both gauges are in near
perfect condition. The trim rings have no rust, and faceplates are not faded or cracked. I
debated on purchasing working gauges to include with the bike, but decided to leave the old
ones on there since they match the title, and are original to the bike. Side covers â€” Both side
covers are in excellent condition, original paint, and have no cracks or missing pieces. Battery
â€” Brand new battery installed. Stands - Both the side stand and center stand are present Seat
- Original seat , with original cover. Cover has a hole in it near the tank see pics Electronics Front and rear signals are all in good condition with no cracked or missing lenses. Brake light,
headlight and signals all work. The horn also works. Fork Ears - Both original paint, but both
have cracks in the paint as if the headlight was tweaked at some point in the bikes life. The bike
starts instantly a little choke when it's cold , runs and rides very well. Hop on and go! A large
amount of money was spent at the dealership to get this bike running the way it should be,
saving you from having to spend the money in the future. It is not perfect. You will find some
scratches on the tank as mentioned above, throughout the frame and other random places. It
will have some surface rust on parts of the bike. It is a true head turner, and this is your chance
to own it! Buyer is responsible for any costs associated with transporting the bike. Depending
on the time, I will more then likely be available to assist loading it. The balance can be paid in
cash , or cashiers check within 7 days the bike will not be released until the funds have cleared.
Please see my positive selling history so that you can be confident with what you are bidding
on. Good luck! Nice running cl Honda. Carbs just cleaned. Speedometer says 75 miles but I
don't think it is correct. Previous owner bought bike from the original owner. It sat in a garage
under a blanket. He took it home and cleaned it up and got it running. I bought it a year ago and
put it in my garage. I recently took it and put in new battery and had the carbs cleaned by Honda
technician. They were gummed up from the gas. It runs strong and sounds great. Muffler and
chrome has some pitting but still looks good. Model CL Perfect fro that person who is looking
for the cafe racer, or to add to your collection. Up for your consideration is a Honda CL
Scrambler project. VIN CL Complete, non-running stock motorcycle. Engine turns free with
compression, fuel tank is solid and clean inside. Bike has sat untouched for many years and will
need a restoration or refreshed to be a rider again. Clutch cable is stuck. Carbs move free and

electrics work when hooked up to a battery. Tires are shot. Paint is original. Good complete and
original project. See pics and feel free to message with any questions or to see the bike in
person. Sold as is no warranty. Full payment via cash, cashiers check, or wire transfer within 7
days. Shipping is the buyers responsibility, I can coordinate with shipper of your choice and
hold bike sfe untiil transport is arranged. International buyers welcome. I have owned this Ho
2009 toyota camry torque specs
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nda CL for over 43 years, always garaged, runs great! Recently had a complete tune up and
road safety check. Has new clutch cable, new tires and tubes, new key. Clean, clear title,
licensed and insured in CA through Aug Only original miles! What a beauty to see. Very Clean
bike. Great for bike for going to the beach, running into town, going to school and cruising with
your friends on the street! Look good anytime you are on the road. New lights, Tires, Seat
Cover, rear Shocks, chain, clutch and so much more. Only serious buyers! Contact me for
video. Model Cl. Burnet, TX. Davis, CA. Easton, PA. Greenwood, IN. Rock Springs, WY. Alamo,
CA. Earleville, MD. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Cl Honda.
Category - Engine Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Category Engine cc Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Honda Model Cl. Prev 1 2 3 Next. Make Honda ZIP
Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel.

